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Abstract. In the present paper a uniform description of the algebraic properties of derivations in 
a rewriting system, and of their syntax and semantics i proposed on the base of a polycategory 
structure. Similarity relations between derivations are studied on syntax and semantic levels. 
Several canonical derivation forms are described. 
1. Iutroductiou 
The algebraic properties of derivations in a rewriting system have been discussed 
by several authors using different methods [l, 2, 3, 4, 51. The reason to raise this 
problem again is that the polycategory approach appears to be naturally connected 
with the diagram description of derivations and seems to give a more adequate 
formalism to intuitive constructions than the others. 
The idea of polycategories first appeared in a paper of Lambek 173 and has been 
generalized by Szabo 193 and Velinov [lo]. The relations of the polycategory structure 
to the derivations in Gentzen-type logical systems are discussed in [9]. An overview 
of the basic concepts and properties of polycategories as well as their relation to 
x-categories is presented in [ll]. 
There are many interesting, still unsolved problems about rewriting systems. No 
attempt to treat any of them is made in this paper. Instead, a new algebraic 
background is presented as a base for further investigations. 
The paper is self-contained. No knowledge of category theory is supposed, but 
of course it can be helpful. In Section 2 the notion of a polygraph is introduced 
and the rewriting systems are expressed as polygraphs. In Section 3 polycategories 
and functors between them are defined. Section 4 shows that the derivations in a 
rewriting system have adequate algebraic properties to form a polycategory which 
is free over the rewriting system. similarity relation between derivations is intro- 
duced as an appropriately defin congruence. The corresponding quotient 
category is a free commutative polycategory over the rewriting system. 
* This research w&as supported by the Ministry of Education of Finland. 
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5 the transpositions of productions in a derivation which lead similar derivations 
are discussed. On this base, in Section 6 four types of can cal derivations are 
d. In Section 7 rewriting systems are supplied with semantics. eriva- 
e considered as semantically equivalent if they have one and the same 
meaning. It is shown that semantic equivalence coincides with similarity. The last 
part contains some comments about parallelism. 
resented approach gives a comprehensive picture of the situations in the 
systems. With respect o clarity, it can be compared with the x-category 
123, but it has some small advantages. For example, the ask constructions 
can be made in the frame of one and the same structure (the x- ry description 
as presented in [2] needs categories themselves also). Furthermore, the polycategory 
approach gives a possibility to relate (by means of functors) rewriting systems with 
other systems as automata with many inputs and outputs or deductive systems which 
can be naturally described as polycategories. Still, one cannot claim that poly- 
categories are more nvenient for the description of rewriting systems than X- 
between one or the other alternative seems to be a matter 
nience for the concrete application. 
2. lygraphs and rewriting styems 
this section, as a prelude to polycategories, we introduce the notion of a 
ph and present rewriting systems as polygraphs. A polygraph resembles a
but its set of objects (that is, vertices) has a simple structure that gives a 
possibility to consider diflerent connections between arrows. 
ition 2.1. A polygraph G is a mathematical system presented by the following 
G = (0, A, +, 0, dom, cod) 
= Ob(6) is a set of elements called objects, 
) is a set of elements called (poly)arrows, 
m, cod and + are three functions: dom : A-, 0 assigns to each arrow a 
sponding object, called its initial object; cod : A -* 0 assigns to each arrow 
a corresponding object, called its final object; + : 0 x 0 + 0. 
ese data are such that 
) is a monoid with operation + and unit 
bjects in a polygraph will usually be denoted by a, b, c, d, u, v, w and arrows 
x, y, z, f, g, h supplied with indices when necessary. e sign + will &en be 
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Situations in a polygraph can be illustrated graphically by representin 
by their names situated at different places on a sheet of paper, and arrows by drawn 
branching arrows (sometimes with lines, circles or rectangles on them) which lead 
from names of objects to names of objects. If several names of objects are situated 
at different ends (beginnings) of a drawn arrow, they form the name of the final 
(initial) object by a standard agreement of composing them from left to ri 
Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1. 
Ordered triples of objects can be used to describe connections of arrows in a 
polygraph. Ordered triples of objects used for that purpose will be called connectors. 
Connectors will be denoted by I or T with indices when necessary. A connector 
(a, 6, c) will be denoted by a& also. If T = (u, 6, c) is a connector, then [T] will 
denote the object a + 6 + c L(T), C(T) and R(T) will denote its first, second and 
third component called left part of T, center of T and right part of T, respectively. 
The set of all connectors in a polygraph U5 will be denoted by Con(G). 
Two arrows x and y in a polygraph G are A-connected (Y-connected) by T iff 
[T] = dam(x) and C(T) = cod(y) ([T] = cod(x) and C(T) = dam(y)). 
An operation 4 : Con(G) x (Con(G) u Ob(65)) + Con(G) defined by the correspon- 
dence 
((a~, a2,4, (h, b2, W)+(aJ+, b,, b&, 
01 9 42, a3), b)-h 9 b, a3) 
will be used in the following exposition. 
Given two polygraphs G and G’ a polygraph morphism (contravariant polygraph 
morphism) B : G + G’ is a pair (F., lF,) of functions IF.: Ob(6) + Ob(G’), IF,, : 
A@) such that IF. is a monoid morphism and for each arrow x of G 
dom’(F, (x)) = lF.( dom( x)) and cod’@ h (x)) = F.(cod(x)) 
(dom’(F,(x)) =F.(cod(x)) and cod’(F,(x)) =ff.(dom(x))). 
Polygraphs can be used to describe systems of les for substitutions in words 
over an alphabet, i.e., rewriting systems. 
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OE 2.2. A rewriting system is a polygraph such that it h 
its set of objects is a set words over some (finite) al 
operation is the concatenation of words. 
The arrows in a rewriting system are called productions also. Usually, since 
words obtained by the use of productions are of main interest in a 
there are no two arrows with one and the same initial and final objects. 
presented below do not depend on this restriction. 
3. Polycategorks 
A general definition of the polycategory structure can be found in [ll]. Here we 
will present wo restricted cases of polycategories which can be easily handled and 
are more convenient to describe derivations in a rewriting system. 
Definition 3.1. A Y-ca&gov is a mathematical system presented by the following 
tuple of data 
IFP = (0, A, +, 0, dom, cod, E, I) 
where 
Gr(P) = (0, A, +, 0, dom, cod) is a polygraph (the underlying polygraph of the 
PolY-egory); 
I : 0 + A, I : a - Ia is a function to assign a selected arrow to each corresponding 
object, called the identity arrow of the object; 
E: Ax Con(Gr(P)) x A+ A, f : (x, T, y)-x .I[T& y is a partial function called 
WRIW 
These 
VW 
operation. 
(PW 
(PY3) 
data fulfil the following axioms: 
(exislence of compositions) 
x.[Tl. y exists iff cod(x) = [T] and C(T) = dam(y); 
(dom and cod of a composition) 
if x .I[T& y = z, then dom( z) = dam(x) and cod(z) = [T 4 cod(y)]; 
(unit laws) 
dom( &) = cod( I,) = a, x .[a&& I, = x and I4 .[@I. y = y 
if the described compositions exist; 
) ( ~~~t~a~ associatiuity ) 
. z) = (x .[Tl. y) . 
ositions exist. 
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to the associativity axiom, b can always be moved from ri 
to left and sometimes from left to ri illustration of the axiom is 
given in Fig. 2. 
a) assoclatlve case b) nonassoctatlve case 
Fig. 2. 
A Y-category is a commutative Y-category if the following axiom is fulfilled 
(PYS) (partial commutatiuity) 
if the described compositions exist. 
A graphical illustration of the axiom is given in Fig. 3. 
AA-category is a system presented by the same data as a Y-category with the 
same axioms except hat everywhere “dom” is replaced by “cod” and vice versa. 
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Given a Wcategory P = (A, 0, +, 0, doa, cod, E, I), let domoP = cod and codoP = 
dom. Then Pop = (A, 0, +, or domop, codoP, f, I) is aLcategory called the ite 
polycategory of BP. 
Note that, in a y-category, if the composition x. , the directions of 
the arrows are such th points to y and in a A-cate the directions of the 
arrows are such that y ints to x This asymmetry aa ided by replacin 
with fop, but we keep it as it is because it is suitable for establishin 
between productions and functions treated in a standard manner. 
Given two polycategories P p d of the same type, afinctor from is a 
polygraph morphism 
If P and functors from P to Qop or from are 
called contmtmiant functors from P to wed as polygraph morphisms they 
are contravariant polygraph morphisms 
There are many different interpretations for the presented structure. The most 
important is the A-category of functions Ffn. The objects of Pfn are all the sets in 
some universe if we assume Cartesian product to be associative and if we do not 
distinguish between any s its product with the set-o. The arrows of Ffn are 
all functions between the 
(More strictly, consider all the sets in some universe. Call canonical every function 
a:Ax{P))~A,g:(Q,Q))~aorS:{8)xAjA,S:(0,a)waorS:(A,xAZ)xA3~A1x 
(AZ x A3), S : ((al, a2), a3)c+(ar, (a*, a3)) or its opposite and every product of canoni- 
cal functions. Take the term “set” to stand for any equivalence class of sets according 
to the relation “A is equivalent o B iff there is a canonical function from A to B” 
and represent this class by any of its members. Take the term “function” to stand 
for any equivalence class of functions according to the relation “f is equivalent o 
g iff there are canonical functions S1 and S, such that SI Of0 S, = g” and represent 
it by any of its members.) 
The monoidal operation is the Cartesian product and {@} stands for 0. The arrow 
operation is determined by superposition: given any two arrows f: X x Y x 2 + W 
+ Y the compositionf.[X_YZD. g is a function from X x V x 2 to W defined 
rrespondence (x, v, z)+f(x, g(v), z). 
and all its subcategories (defined in a standard manner) are commutative. 
A complex composition of arrows will be called left if it can be described by an 
expression in which the brackets are situated to gather arrows to the left. To simplify 
the notaticsn i left complex compositions, brackets will usually be left out. Following 
this agreement the expression 
x1 .[T& x2 .I[T3& x3.. . .I[ITn& x, 
(. e . ((xl .o[T& x2). 
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It is also convenient o distinguish two special cases of arrow composition: 
- the expression x 0 y will be used to denote x .[cod(x)& y; -- 
- the expression x + y will be used to denote 
Idom(x)+dom(y) .I[dom(x)dom(y)l. 3e .[cod(x)dom(y)B. yb 
Derivations in a rewriting system supplied with an appropriately defined 
operation form a polycategory-the polycategory of derivations. This polycategory 
has the important property to be free over R. Furthermore, if the usual syntactical 
similarity relation between derivations is introduced, the related quotient poly- 
category will be a free commutative polycategory over 
To establish these results, the notion of derivation should be expressed in poly- 
category terms. 
A nonempty sequence of arrows and connectors in a rewriting system 
R of the form 
such that 
-the center of Ti is dom(xi), (i = 1,2, . . . , n); 
- [Ti+,] = [Ti.CCod(Xi)], (i = 1,2,. . v , n) 
is called a derivation from [T1] to [T&cod(&)] in IR. The objects [T,j and 
[T, tcod(x,,)] are called the theginning and the end of the derivation and denoted 
by dom*( p) and cod*(p) respectively. In degenerated cases when a derivation does 
not contain productions, it ought to be of the form (w) for some word w and 
dom*((w)) = cod*(@)) = w. 
Degenerated cases of derivations arc called trivial. Derivations of the form 
(dam(x), X) are called elementary. A trivial derivation (w) is usually denoted by 6 
or I,. An elementary derivatisn (dam(x), X) is usually denoted by 2. The number 
of productions in a derivation p is called the length of p and denoted by I(p). 
A word w is derivable from the word v in R iff there is a derivation p in IU such 
that dom*( p) = w and cod*(p) = v. An example of a derivation is the sequence 
(a_b, x, abca, z, ab_cdc, y, a&dc, J aadg, y)- 
Its graphical illustration can be seen in Fig. 4. 
.2. For any two derivations 
PI =u11, ~llr-b2, x12, l l l 9 J-m, Gn), 
P2 = (121, x21 9 J-22, x22, l l l 9 J-2n, X2”) 
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and a connector P such that [I] = cod*( pp) and C(L) = dom*( pi), the CQ ition 
of p1 and p2 by 1 is the derivation 
=(T 4,~11,~2,~12,-..,T~,~1rn,Trn+~,~zt,T~+z, 22s’•,Tm+nr x xz*), 
whereTi=Lli (i=1,2,..., ) and T,+j=ltl2j (j=1,2 ,..., n). 
illustrated in Fig. 4 is a composition of derivations 
z, dg9 y) by the connector ua& 
s a clue to the proof of freeness and can easily be 
umber of productions in a derivation. 
, T2, x2,. . . , T,, xn) can be uniquely rep 
hation Iood~p~ and elementary derivations 
iven ste 
its end; 
44. 7&e Y-catepy R’ af 
Pruaf. Each functor H = (H., HJ:R* -B P that makes the above diagram commutative 
on the place of F* will coincide with tF* on objects and till put ff (x) in correspondence 
to each production 2 Then, for a derivation 
P=(T,,~,,T~,x~~..D,T~,x~), 
by Proposition 4.3, 
rtr c(%) z#(Tzk F(j22). l - #(Tn)H* ‘J%l. 
So any two functors that make the above diagram commutative, if they exist, wifl 
coincide. 
Define a function Ff : Ar(R”) + A@) by the correspondence 
(7, XI, Tzr ~2, l - - , Tm, J&) 
~F~[T,~) .fE(T,& f%x,) #t-b&f%) . . . .tFt-L)&x b). 
According to Proposition 4.3, this definition is correct. Then the couple ( 
meets the conditions to be the desired functor. y d~~nit~on, it ma 
diagram commutative, 
*(cod(p)) =F.(cod(p)) =F(T, hod(x)) = 
= coW*W, 
X Vehov 
oreover, given two derivations 
PI=(%,%I, T12,%2,... ,rlnr~~d, 
P2=(T21,X21,T22,~22,...rT2ra,~2m) 
ector i such that p1 I ~32 exists, we have 
Let121 = 1F(l)&(T2,) =F(I 4T21), (i = I,&. . . , m). Then, by associativity, 
F*(R) ,%W)lf, fb2) 
efinition 425. The similariry relation - for derivatians in a rewriting system 
defined to be the least congruence on Ar( *) containing the set z of all pain (p, q) 
such that 
P = el ,lb dom(e,)b dom(e3Mls e2 *lb c=Ne,)b dom(e,Ml* e3, 
q = e, ,[a dom(e,)b dom(e3)cl& e3 Ja dom(e2)b cod(e3)& e2 
for some elementary derivations e, , e2, e3 and objects u, 41, c. 
An intuitive motivation for such a definition is that in some cases the result of 
rewriting does not depend on the order in which some productions in a derivation 
are applied. 
For any three derivations p,q, and r in G rewriting system R and any 
three objects a,‘b, c, it holds that 
p Ja dom(q)b domed, q *lb cod(q)b dodMl~ r 
-p JQ dom(q)b dom(r)cll, r *lb dodq)b cWr)n* 9. 
e case when q and r are elementary derivations. Let 
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for some objects a, b, c. y the associativity an 
(P a&n* 4) *Id* 
and, similarly, (P aUUl~ r) JVI, q = P 0 ((LN~) 8 r) *[T’)* q). Then sin 
ucod(P) *u4l* 4) *UTB* r- Kod(p) *uJ-II* 4 *ml* 4 
and since - is a congruence, the proposition is valid in this case. 
(b) w the general case can be proved by induction on the sum of th 
of arrow = I(q) + l(r) in q and r. According to (a) the theorem is true if I(q) + Z(r) 
is 0 or 1. Assume that the theorem is true if l(q) + I(r) < n and consider the case 
= n. If n = 2 and I(q) = l(r) = 1, the theorem is valid according to (a). In 
case l(q) > 1 or l(t) > 1. To fix the situation suppose that l(r) > 1. Then 
r = r’ Jd dom($) 2 for some production x and objects d and e, 
d(r) = d cod(?)e, cod(r’) = d dom(g 
By associativity, 
(p Jo dom(q)b doW9cll, d Ja cod(q)6 dom(r)cll~ r 
= (p ,[a dom(q)b dom(r)cB, q) Ja cod(q)6 dodrMi, 
d dom( ]l* 9) 
= {(p Ja dom(q)6 dom(r)c[, q) *[a codiq)b domW4~ r’? 
,[a cod(q)bd dom($ec[, 2 
and again, by associativity and the induction hypothesis, 
(p Ja dom(q)b d~m(rM, r) *lb d&q)6 -dWc]l, q 
={p *[a dom(q)b dom(r)c]l, (r’ Jd dom(?) 9)) 
Ja dom(q)bd cod(x^)ec[, : 
= {(p Ja dom(q)b dom(r’)c[, r’) *[a dom(q)bd dom(8e& a) 
Ja d0&.#i c0d(34~ 4 
-{(p Ja dom(q)b dom(r’)cl& r’) *[a dom(qW’ dom(~)ecD, 4) 
,[a cod(q)bd d0m($e4l,~ 
={(P ,UadomW~d~~~Ml, r') *I[ 
*[a cod(q)bhi dom(i 2 
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n the other hand, by the induction hypothesis 
(p,fIadom(q)bdom(t’)c 
a dom(q)b dom(r’)c], q) * 
and since - is a congruence, the last members of the ove equations are similar. 
en so are the first. •1 
Given 
quotient 
where 
a polycategory of derivations * = ( V, P, +, 0, dam*, cod*, f *, I*) the 
Y-category modulo similarity is the polycategory 
lR*/- = (I@, PI-) +, dom’, cod-, f -, I-) 
dom’([ p],) = dom*( p), cod-([p]-)=cod*(p), I;=[&, and 
f-(CPl-~T,Cql-~=ff”(P~T,q~l-. 
defined by the correspondence p - [ p]_ determines 
*I-* which is surjective on arrows. 
Theom 4.7. 7he quotient Y-category llR*/- is a free commutatim Y-category otler 
the poljg~ph R. 
The fact that IF/- is a commutative Y-category follows directly from 
Proposition 4.6 and the definition of the arrow operation. To complete the proof 
of the theorem, it is enough to show that, for any commutative Y-category BP and 
h morphism IF :R + P, there is a unique functor ‘:R*/- +P such that 
is commutative. 
Consider two similar derivations p1 and pr in R*. Since P is a commutative 
polycategory, iF*( pI) = fF*( p2). Now the correspondence [p], AF*( p) defines a 
function F”, : Ax@*/-) + Ar(P) and since IF* is a functor 
WC PA- l [Pa-_) = K([ PI nn- P2l-J = F*( P* *m* Pt) 
= F*( PI) l J*( Pd = WC PJ- l UW)Il~ W[ P21-_)* 
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Suppose now that there is one more functor 
“” is a functor from 
any arrow [p]- fro 
Now consider any functor 
uniquely determined by a pal 
es a functor f’:R*/- +tP 
above diagram commutes for both 
means that B* . Therefore, the functor Qcan has the universal property 
t each functor :UU*+ P to a commutative polvcat ory p can be factored 
through it. 
5. Transpositions of productlons in a derivation 
Let IR be a rewriting system and 
a derivation in it. Each of the objects [TJ, (i = 1,2,. . . , n) is a word over V and 
each of the connectors Ti specifies a participation of C(Ti) in [Ti]. Moreover, each 
production xi specifies a substitution of the participation Ti of dom(xi) in [Ti] by 
Cod( Any other participation T of a subword A = C(T) in [Ti] which does not 
overlap with Ti is conveyed from [Ti] along Xi to some participation T’ of A in 
[Ti+&in such a case the participation T of A in [Ti] will be called the predecessor 
of the participation T” of A in [Ti+l]. The predecessor relation can be extended to 
pass along several subsequent productions by the agreement that the predecessor 
of a predecessor of T is also a predecessor of T. 
Accepting a more free way of using the language we shail frequently apply this 
terminology to connectors or words meaning some participation if they are clear 
from the context. For example, “T is a predecessor f dom(x$ strictly means “the 
participation T of dom(xk) in [T] is a predecessor f the participation Tk of dom(xk) 
in [Tk].” 
A production x, in ppoints to a connector Tk iff there is a predecessor fdom(x,) 
in Tk. 
A production X~ is directly connected with another production xk iff the predecessor 
of dom(x,,,) overlaps with cod(xk) in Tk &od(xk). 
Two productions x and y in a derivation which point to one and t 
connector T are called parallel. If the predecessor of dam(x) is situated in 
left of the predecessor of dam(y), then x is calle left pafalZe1 40 y. 
A string of seqLdntia1 productioms in a derivation p is such a string 
its productions is directly connected in 3 with the revious one. Two 
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x and Y in a derivation p are connected iff there is a string of sequential productions 
in p with first production x and last production y. 
Note that: 
- if two productions xl and X, point to a connector Tk in a derivation p, then the 
predecessors of dom(xl) and dom(x,) in [Tk] do not overlap; 
- if a production X, is directly connected only with productions out of x1, x2,. . . , xk 
in a derivation p, then dom(x,) points to Tk+l; 
- if a production X, in a derivation p points to a connector Tk, then it points to 
all COllllWtOl’S Tk+l, -rk+2,. l . , T,+; 
- if two productions xk, X, are parallel in a derivation p, then x,,, is parallel to each 
Of the productions &+I, &+2,. . . , Xnr+; 
- for any three productions &, &+l, xk+j in a derivation p, if xk+l is left (right) 
parallel t0 &, and &+i is left (right) parallel to &+I or directly connected with 
&+I9 then xk+i is left (right) parallel to xk. 
The transposition operator for a polycategory of derivations R* is a partial function 
Tr: N x A@*) + Ar(R*), Tr: (m, p)c*Tr,,,( p) defined for a number m and a deriva- 
tion p iff 
- m is less than Z(p); 
- ~=~T~,~1,~2r~2r~~=,Tmr~m,Tm+~,~m+~r=-=,Tn,~~); 
- the productions X, and x~+~ are parallel in p. 
By the correspondence 
where [TJ =[lJ, C(L,) is the predecessor of dom(x,+,) in [TJ and 1,+1 is 
obtained from T, by replacing the predecessor of dom(xm+,) with cod&+,); if 
Tr, is applied to p, the productions x,,, and x~+~ are said to be transposed. 
It is clear that if q = Tri( p), then p = Tr,(q), dom*( p) = dam*(q) and cod*(p) = 
). Moreover, the transpos on operator preserves connections between produc- 
nd preserves parallelis tween productions except possibly the parallelism 
between the transposed production and some of the following productions. 
A complex transposition operator Tria = Tri 0 Tri+l 0 l l l 0 Trj_1 is defined for a 
derivation p iff i <j < I(p) and the productions Xi, 3 are parallel. In the result 
Trj-1 . . . Tri+l Tri( p) of its application, the production Xi is situated just after Xj. 
A derivation q in lR* is a transposition of another derivation p, written p = q 
iff there is a finite sequence of transpositions Tri, , Tr,, . . . , Tr, such that 
Tri, Tr, . . . Trik ( p) = 
According to the is an equivalence relation and is in conformity 
with dom* and cod*. Moreover, if p1 =p2 and pa[Tl*pI exists, then p,[T],p2 also 
s in p1 are not changed after com- 
1 of some kind in pl, they are parallel 
ence of transpositions that transforms 
*(IT]* pl. Since t 
)-parts of the co 
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result will be p *ITI* ~2. SO p *I[Tl* pr E p *[Tl& p2 and similar arguments can be 
applied to show that p1 *I[T)+ p = p2 *ITI, p if the presented compositions exist. 
Therefore, = is a congruence relation on IV. 
coincide. 
1. 7%e similarity relation - and the trans~fxition relation 
Proof. It is clear from the definition that the congruence = contains the set 2. Since 
- is the least congruence containing this set, - G = holds. On the other hand, if 
the statement “p - Tri( p) when Tri can be applied to p” is true, = G - should also 
be true and that, together with the inclusions already established, means - = =. 
The missing link can be proved by induction on m = l(p). The statement istrivially 
true for derivations with length 0 or 1 and, according to the definitions of = and 
-, it is also true for m = 2 or m = 3. Suppose that the statement is true for all 
derivations with length less than n and consider a derivation 
with length n. Two cases are possible: 
(a) If i = n - 1 and Tri can be applied 
-. 
or 
T n+ = a dom(x”-r)b dom(x,)c, 
T n-l = a dom(x,,)b dom(x,_l)c, 
to p, then 
Tn = a COd(Xn-l)b dom(x,,)c 
T” = a dom(x,)b cod(Xn-,)C 
for some a, b and c. Without loss of generality, only the first possibility needs to 
be considered. Then 
‘h&P) =W, XI 9 T2, ~2, l l l 9 Tfl-2, G-2, C-t, xn, G X,-J 
= (T1,~1,T2,~2r*=.r~n-2)O(T~-l,~nrT~,~n-l)=r092r 
where 
Cl-1 = a dom(x,,_l)b dom(x,)c, TL = a dom(x,_,)b Cod(Xn)C 
and q2 = TrAqA. 
(b) If i C n - 1 and Tri can be applied to p, then 
P =(TI 9 ~1, T29 ~29 l l l 9 Tn-1, X,-J +UTnII* % = 41 zJTnI* %, 
where 42 = Tri( 41). 
cording to the induction hy 
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* be a polycategory of derivations. A canonical selector 
definition every total al rithmic function s: Ar( 
([ p])_ . Further, an s-canonical 
q = s([ p]_) for some p E Ar( 
Given a canonical selector function s, the Y-category 
W” = (v*, .Fs9 +, or dam’, cod”, 4?, I’), 
where P” is the set of all s-canonical derivations in , dam’, cod” and I” are 
restrictions of dam*, cod* and I* to P respectively, and gs is so f* restricted to 
P’, will be called the Y-category of s-canonical derivations in 
6.1. aFie Y-categories 
proof, The couple § = (S., S,), where S. = Idv : b@ + l@ is the identity function 
and S, =s is a functor from ‘, which is a bijection on objects and on 
arrows. So it is an isomorphism. Cl 
Some particular 
attention. 
canonical derivations canbe useful in practice deserve special 
A derivation p E Ar(R*) is called a left (right) depth-first canonical 
derivation iff, for any two adjacent productions xi, Xi+1 in it, Xi+1 is not a left ‘(right) 
parallel of x+ 
So if q and x s+l are two adjacent productions in a left depth-first canonical 
derivation, then they are not parallel or x i+l is the right parallel of Xi. By induction 
on the distance between the productions it can easily be proved that if two produo 
xJ in a left depth-first canonical derivation are parallel and k < & then 
xk is left parallel to x1. 
Let I(w) denote the length of the word w E V*. From the definition it immediately 
follows that a derivation p is a left depth-first canonical derivation iff, for any two 
adjacent connectors Ti and Ti+l in it, l(L(Ti)) C l(L(Ti+l) +C(Ti+I)) (or, 
equivalently I(C(Ti) + R(Ti)) 3 I(R(Ti+I))) holds. 
3. If a rewriting system R does not allow nontrivial derivations from +B 
is a unique left (right) depth-jbst canonical derivation in each class 
ently, starting from 
eft to right) couple (x, y) of acent productions uch 
1 to x as long as it is possible. Since transposition operator 
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neither affects the parallelism between the productions that precede the transposed 
productions nor the parallelism between them and the transposed productions, each 
next application of the transposition operator will take place at least one position 
to the right. Then the process will stop and the result will be a left canonical 
derivation. So th- left depth-first canonical derivation exists in each class of 
Suppose now that p and q are two similar left depth-first canonical derivations 
in and let x be the first (from left to right) production in p which differs from 
the corresponding arrow y in q. Then 
The production x in p is directly connected only with some of the productions 
Xl, . . ..X&l. So is y in q. Since the connections between productions hould be 
preserved by the transposition operator, x1 and y in p as well as in q are connected 
only with some of the productions xl, . . . , xl+. Then they point to Tl and therefore 
are parallel in p, and also point to Ti and are parallel in q. But that means that x 
is left parallel to y in p and that y is left parallel to x in q. Since the sort of 
parallelism is also preserved by the transposition operator, this is possible only if 
x = y. But then p and q coincide. Cl 
Definition 6.4. A derivation p E Ar(R*) is called a left (right) width-first canonical 
derivation iff 
- each production situated between two parallel productions in p is also parallel 
to each of them; 
- for any two parallel productions xl, x,,, in p, if xl is left parallel to x,, then xl is 
situated to the left (right) of x,,, in p. 
Proposition 6.5. If a rewriting system R does not allow nontrivial derivations from 
to 0, then there is a unique left (right) width-$rst canonical derivation in each class 
from A@*/ -). 
Take any derivation p in a similarity class [p]_. Find all the arrows 
JQ), x,, 9 . . . , xj, that point to a connector Ti (they are parallel to Xi) and put them 
before Xi by a sequence of transpositions Tri,h, Trhj, , . . . , Trkj,. The subsequent use 
of this procedure starting from the leftmost connector in p and each time proceeding 
with the connector next to the treated production Xi will produce as a result a 
derivation q which fulfils the first condition to be left canonical. Now the derivation 
q can be divided into parts such that the first element in each part is a connector, 
the last element of each part is a production, and eat 
ointing to its first connector. Subsequently, starting 
art with parallel productions, transpose the first co 
that y is left parallel to X. Since the trans 
the parallelism between the productions that precede the transposed productions 
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nor the parallelism between them and the transposed productions, each next applica- 
tion of the transposition operator, if possible, will take place at least one position 
to the right. Therefore the process will stop and the result will e a left depth-first 
canonical derivation. So a left depth-first canonical derivation exists in ea 
class from Ar(lR*J--). 
Finally, the same arguments as in Propositi n 6-2 can be applied to prove the 
uniqueness. El 
If a rewriting system allows nontrivial derivations from 0 to 0, canonical derivations 
cannot be found in some classes because of the ambiguity of the parallelism in 
some derivations. For example, if x1 : 0 + m, x2: 0 + n, y1 : m + 8, and y2: n + 0 are 
productions of R, then x2 can be thought of as right parallel to y1 in the derivation 
and then ft should be the left depth-first canonical derivation. But x2 can also be 
thought as a left parallel to y1 and then the derivation 
similar to p1 should be the left depth-first canonical. A more symmetrical example 
can be obtained if the same arguments are applied to the derivations 
(a~b,x,,amb,Y,,a~b,X2,a_nb,Y~ 
and 
GM, ~2, a& ~2, a94 xl, mb, yd. 
A thorough investigation of this problem can be found in [3]. 
antics 
Usually9 formal languages are supplied with semantics in such a manner that the 
interpretation of a derivation becomes a function [d]. Following this direction and 
having in mind that the polycategory of derivations W* for a rewriting system IR is 
is a A-category, the interpretations of R should be expressed 
or to some of its subcategories. But a precise 
definition can be given in more general form including also the possibility to use 
other polycategories instead of 
An interprezation of a rewriting system R is any functor F*: 88” + P 
to a po?ycategory I? An interpretation l a standard interpretation iff F* is a 
contravariant functor to a subcategory of 
interpretation IF* : IRS + P is uniquely 
. 
. 
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Now dom, cod and an arrow operation can easily be defined so that the poly- 
category of parall erivations in a rewriting system 
be free over R. A free polycategory over 
of identifying the different parallel derivations which corres 
same derivation. 
A full explicit description of the parallelism 
are enriched with one more arrow operation- 
operation by the equation 
achieved if polycat 
ith the usual arrow 
x + Y = (Idom(x)+dom(y) dam(x) dam(y) cod(x) dam(y) 
stated as additional axiom. Now if the +-operation is appropriately defined for 
parallel derivations, the corresponding enriched polycategory of derivations will be 
free over IR. 
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